wondered, and pondered and remembered as twilight deepened to dusk
and darkened under the evergreens—the sacred chapel evergreens. They
were sighing, stirring to and fro in the gentle breeze. As I carelessly lis-
tened I thought I heard . . . Was it possible? A human sigh, then the
whisper of my name. Listening now intently, I heard nothing more.
Wondering, I still listened. . . still remembering. Silence for a time.
Then the gentle human whispering of intelligible words began, extending
all around me. Intent as I peered into the dusk, pale blue wraiths were
wreathing upward out of the family graves like pale blue mist rising all
around me, but wreathing slowly; wraiths taking on familiar human
shapes. A moment more of the gentle sighing and then the whispering of
the pallid shapes began again, the wraiths now quite blue, flames swaying
with the breezes to and fro, to and fro as the breezes rose and fell. The
ghostly company all seeming to sit there on their own headstones.
Olgivanna: Oh, Frank dear, oh, this is too much! This Thornton Wilder
graveyard thing. He got away with it but you simply can't.
Listen . . .
Nearby a shade arose in shimmering silver, head bent forward, hands
folded in her lap. A whispered name—again—my own! The ghostly
family conclave rising now, one and all and standing there together in
one group, swayed gently to and fro, and as gently nodded and whispered
together in the dusk. I leaned, looked and listened for the secrets of the
dead.
Olgivanna: Frank, you simply can't put this sentimentality into print.
They1 II say of you as they did of Turgenev's later and so sentimental work,
lAge is breaking in on him*
Listen . . .
Again my name. The wraiths grew luminous as the dark deepened
and their whispered words grew more distinct there on the edge of the
dark. In wonder—I whispered, 'Mother . . . why are you here like this
... my mother.. * surely you are a spirit in heaven I
Olgivanna: Terrible! Terrible! Oh, Frank, how can you be so foolish!
Trite—you convince no one, not even yourself as I can see.
Listen. , .
A pause . . . CA spirit in heaven, yes, my son: but spirits in heaven cast
blue shadows here on the green earth as the golden sun casts the blue
shadows of the green trees. Our shades may rise and go whenever the
breezes blow if they but blow gently.' The family shades gently swaying
with the breeze nodded assent. Again soft whispering as before.
Olgivanna; Pah! Frank, you are gone, gone, gone.ITzw must never get into
print, that's all.
Listen.. .
The breezes for a moment grew stronger, and I listened to all the family
in chorus. They were whispering, *If they still love us, we may rise. When
breezes gently blow our earthly shades may rise. Arise and go to those
who love us.' In bewilderment I looked around more curious than
amazed, still listening, still wondering, as the family shades, these flickering
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